
Physician Wife 2111 

Chapter 2111: Little Brother 

 

Unlike the three Wu siblings, tonight, the Shipley family was facing an unprecedented bloodbath. 

Xu Yunyun and Su Fei were in their room, excitedly waiting for the news from the mercenary website. 

News did not come. Instead, the police came to their house and surrounded them. 

Su Fei’s aunt, Fang Lanxin, was married to the second son of Marquis Shipley, Kerlow Shipley. 

According to Luntanese custom, after a man got married, if he was not the heir to a title of nobility, he 

should separate from his family and live his own life. However, even though Kerlow was never that 

talented, he had always been a lackey to his father and older brother. 

!! 

That was because he had realized from a very young age that he was not the studious type. He knew 

that he did not have the merit to inherit the Shipley family in the future. He had recognized this reality 

very early on and made up his mind to start being a parasite as soon as he could. 

The royal nobles of Luntan were similar to the royal nobles of Camino. Not only were there conflicts in 

the palace, but there were also conflicts between powerful families. 

The sons of the Shipley family in Luntan were equivalent to princes, so it could be said that they were 

top-class nobles. Therefore, every time a family like them chose an heir, brothers would turn against 

each other in the fight. 

There were not many sons like Kerlow, who could recognize their own lack of talent, dedicate 

themselves to being lowly parasites, and give up their chance at a grand royal title. 

Both Kerlow’s father and brother treated him very well. 

Even though Kerlow was not businessman material, they still set up a company for him. After that 

company went bankrupt, they set another one up. Then, they made him chairman and hired a 

professional manager to manage it. 

Even so, the income and expenses of the company were basically the same.They were barely breaking 

even. 

However, this did not quell Marquis Adrian’s love for Kerlow, his youngest son. 

He would do anything to make him happy. 

Adolf was also indebted to his younger brother. Whenever his father gave Kerlow money, he would not 

say anything. After all, he had his own noble title and his own listed company, which was developing 

quite well. He paid a lot of taxes… The company was getting more and more successful. He would soon 

become an earl. When his father passed away, he would be able to succeed the throne smoothly. 

Adolf was very kind to his brother, who did not cause him trouble and never tried to hurt him. 



The Shipley family lived in a castle-like manor. There were bodyguards on duty 24 hours a day there. 

Seeing so many police cars driving over, the bodyguards all perked up. 

After all, the Shipley family was a marquisdom. Even if police came, it would be to ask for the family’s 

help in solving a case. Therefore, upon seeing so many police officers, the bodyguards thought that they 

were coming to help the Marquis or Viscount with a case. 

The head bodyguard recognized the police officer handling the case. He walked forward and nodded 

slightly. “Officer Abel, why are you here at the marquisdom in person today? Did our Marquis call for 

you?” 

Officer Abel glanced at the person in front of him. He knew him too. After all, any police officer worth 

his salt was familiar with the bodyguards of the royal family and nobles. 

Chapter 2112: A Reasonable Explanation 

 

Officer Abel nodded slightly at the bodyguard and asked, “Are two women named Xu Yunyun and Su Fei 

visiting the Marquis’ manor?” 

The bodyguard nodded, “Su Fei is the niece of the second young mistress of our family, and Xu Yunyun is 

Su Fei’s relative. Earlier today, Miss Su Fei arrived in Luntan with Miss Xu Yunyun for a vacation. Is 

Officer Abel asking this because Miss Su Fei and the others reported a case?” 

After getting the confirmation he needed, there was no need for Abel to worry about sparing the 

bodyguard’s dignity anymore. 

He did not want to offend the Marquis-—but he especially did not want to offend Duke Eton. He was the 

dearest brother of Empress Sophie and the richest man in Luntan. He was someone who could do 

whatever he wanted. 

Abel waved to some officers behind him and said, “Surround this place immediately! Don’t let anyone 

leave. Everyone else, follow me!” 

Many elite police officers suddenly rushed out of their cars, all from the special forces. Each of them 

could take on ten of the manor’s bodyguards on their own. 

The bodyguards were all dumbfounded. Before they could even react, a large group of elite police 

officers had already rushed toward them. The police cars behind them then rushed straight toward 

Marquis’ mansion without any other word. 

As they sped inside, the sound of a helicopter’s whirring blades echoed in the air. 

The head bodyguard raised his head and looked up. He was extremely surprised. 

Three helicopters were above them, and on each were two snipers aimed at Marquis’ mansion below. 

The head bodyguard did not doubt that if he dared to stop the police from carrying out their mission, 

they would definitely mercilessly blow his head off. 



“Officer Abel, what happened? Why did you bring so many of your men to raid the Marquis’ mansion?” 

the head bodyguard asked. 

Officer Abel gave him a cold glance and answered, “You don’t need to know.” 

Then, he got into a police car and followed the convey rushing into the manor. 

“Get back there and defend the manor!” 

The head bodyguard finally reacted and immediately ordered the other bodyguards to run back. 

However, they scattered instead. The other party had already pushed their way through the entrance of 

Marquis’ mansion. 

The police cars drove into the Marquis’ manor with an ear-piercing rumble. They had long woken up the 

people inside the manor from their sleep. 

This sight, coupled with the beam of light from the helicopters in the sky, made it look like the Marquis’ 

mansion was harboring an unpardonable villain. 

“Abel, it’s the middle of the night. What do you mean by bringing so many people into my manor?” 

All the policemen got out of their cars. Some of them leaned against the car doors with their pistols 

aimed, ready to snipe. Abel got out of his car and was about to call for some of his people to rush in 

when Marquis Adrian strode out of his room in his nightgown. 

He almost fainted from anger when he saw the situation at the gate. 

The eldest son of the family, Adolf, and his wife, also quickly ran down the stairs from the other side of 

the castle. They looked at Abel with the same eyes as their father-—confused, shocked, and angry! 

“Abel, I hope you have a reasonable explanation for today, or I’ll definitely report this matter to Her 

Majesty the Empress tomorrow. You can ask Her Majesty then where you can live after offending the 

entirety of my Marquisdom.” 

While Adrian spoke, his second son, Kellow, and his wife, ran over from the side building. 

Chapter 2113: An Unsettling Premonition 

 

Kerlow was initially not eligible to continue living in Marquis’ mansion after he got married. However, 

his father and brother doted on him, so they let him continue to stay with them and enjoy their 

resources. However, as a son who could not inherit the title of Marquis, even if he stayed in the 

Marquis’ manor, he could only stay in a smaller side building. That was why he and his wife arrived later. 

Officer Abel still held basic respect for Marquis Adrian. After all, he was a top noble of Luntan. 

Abel bowed to Adrian, but Adrian’s expression did not soften. 

“Marquis Shipley, do you know what happened in Soleil Alley today?” 

Adrian frowned. “I don’t. What does it have to do with our Marquis residence?” 



Abel smiled. “It has a lot to do with you.” 

Adrian looked at his eldest son, Adolf, and saw that Adolf was also at a loss. Then, he looked at his 

second son, Kerlow, who also looked confused. Adrian ignored Adolf’s and Kerlow’s wives and asked, 

“What exactly happened? Please tell us honestly, Officer Abel.” 

Abel did not beat around the bush. He got straight to the point and said, “Today, there was a terrible 

shooting, an assassination attempt in Soleil Alley. Not only were guns used by both sides of the fight, but 

even artillery shells were brought out.” 

Adrian was shocked. 

Even though Luntan’s security was inferior to some countries, those who broke the law were usually 

only involved in petty theft and armed confrontations. Artillery shells were rarely involved. This was 

definitely a very serious matter. 

“Officer Abel, you’ve brought so many people into my marquisdom. Don’t tell me that you believe this 

shooting incident is related to us?” 

“Of course I do! Otherwise, why would I bring so many people here to arrest the criminals?” 

Adrian was so angry that he laughed. “Officer Abel, My Shipley family is one of the top noble families in 

Luntan. We’ve always abided by the law. How could we do such a thing? You haven’t even investigated 

the case properly yet, and you’ve already brought so many people to arrest us without reason. You even 

called helicopters over. Do you know how much damage this has done to my manor?” 

“I don’t know how much damage the Marquis’ manor has suffered. I only know that the damage done to 

the Duke tonight was phenomenal. Duke Eton is extremely furious. He demanded that we capture the 

criminals and bring him justice. I’ve already asked your bodyguards, and they’ve told me that two 

criminals are in your mansion.” 

“Nonsense!” Adrian was furious. “My marquisdom is clean. How can there be criminals here?” 

“Are Su Fei and Xu Yunyun here?” Abel asked. 

Adrian narrowed his eyes and asked, “What crime did those two commit?” 

“They hired someone to kill someone else. Marquis, do you know who they hired to kill?” 

An unsettling premonition arose in Adrian’s mind. 

He was a Marquis. If the police were willing to piss him off, someone huge was clearly backing them. 

He had always been on good terms with the Empress—he was even more highly regarded than the 

three dukes in the Empress’ heart. There was only one person whom the entire royal family and the 

nobles of Luntan could not afford to offend… 

Could it be… 

Able saw Adrian’s expression souring, so he simply confirmed his suspicions. “Those two hired assassins 

to kill Miss Sunny.” 



Chapter 2114: Luntan’s Bane 

 

Thud! 

Adrian felt his heart drop to his stomach. He could not breathe. 

Sunny!!! 

She was a curse!!! 

Ever since she joined the royal family of Luntan at the age of 12, anyone who went against her suffered 

misfortune. 

!! 

The dukes had been fighting each other for power before she appeared, but things changed when she 

showed up. 

Not only did no one dare to provoke her, but no one dared to provoke Duke Eton either. 

What was Adrian hearing now? 

His son’s wife’s relatives, those two young and naive girls, had provoked those two? 

Moreover, it was not just an ordinary provocation. 

They had attempted to assassinate Sunny, with artillery shells! 

Adrian felt his blood freeze and his legs go weak as he fell backward. 

Adolf and Kerlow were both frightened, but the moment Adrian toppled over, the two brothers rushed 

to hold him up from his two sides. 

As the two sons supported Adrian, Abel took the opportunity to tell Adrian about everything that had 

happened in Soleil Alley. 

Finally, he concluded. “Marquis Shipley, you know that Duke Eton loves his young lady immensely. Miss 

Sunny has also made great contributions to the royal family. Your relatives tried to kill Sunny. Duke Eton 

is furious, and the Empress will be even more furious when she finds out. So, we must arrest these two 

idiotic women today and bring them to justice. Only then can we appease Duke Eton’s anger! Don’t you 

think so too? So, Marquis Shipley, please lead the way. Where are these two women?” 

Adrian was so angry that he was about to faint. He turned to his second son and asked angrily, “Kerlow, 

what’s going on? Didn’t you say that Su Fei was your niece and Xu Yunyun was the daughter of a wealthy 

family in Sea District? What are these two doing here? And why did they provoke Miss Sunny?” 

Kellow was frightened. 

When he heard that the person Xu Yunyun and Su Fei tried to kill was Sunny, his face drained of color. 

Faced with his father’s angry question, Kellow looked at his wife, who was also stunned, and asked, “Xin, 

what’s going on? Did you know that they wanted to kill Sunny?” 



Fang Lanxin was upset. 

Of course she knew who Sunny was. Sunny was the bane of the entirety of Luntan. 

Since she was protected by the Empress and doted on by Duke Eton, even the Empress’s other three 

siblings did not dare to provoke her. 

The police was now saying that the family had tried to assassinate Sunny. 

“How is that possible?! Are Su Fei and Xu Yunyun crazy? How could they try to assassinate Sunny? How 

could they try to kill Nangong Nuannuan?!” 

Fang Lanxin looked at Officer Abel and asked, “Officer Abel, are you sure you didn’t make a mistake?” 

Abel sneered, not bothering to preserve Fang Lanxin’s dignity at all. He responded sarcastically, “Make a 

mistake? Do you think we brought hundreds of members of the special forces and even air support here 

so late at night as a joke? Hurry up. Either hand over Su Fei and Xu Yunyun of your own accord, or we’ll 

go inside and arrest them ourselves.” 

Fang Lanxin was utterly confused. 

“What’s going on?” 

Chapter 2115: Two Powerful Enemies 

 

“It’s not Officer Abel’s usual to arrest someone in the middle of the night. Since he’s making such a big 

fuss about this, he must have evidence. Fang, are you trying to bring shame to our Shipley family? Hurry 

up and tell the truth! Tell Officer Abel that even if Su Fei and Xu Yunyun did it, it has nothing to do the 

rest of us!” 

Fang Lanxin was shocked. She quickly tried to clear Su Fei’s name by saying, “This really has nothing to 

do with Su Fei. It’s Xu Yunyun who has a feud with that Nangong Nuannuan and Wu Pingting! 

“Someone called Xu Yunyun earlier today and said that they had it on a reliable source that Nangong 

Nuannuan and Wu Pingting would be arriving at L City Airport at 9:30. They knew that the license plate 

number of the car they would get into was XXX. Xu Yunyun held a deep grudge against these two, so she 

asked Su Fei for the mercenary website’s contact information and issued a death warrant. W-who could 

have known that the person in the car was actually Miss Sunny? Officer Abel, could you please make an 

exception for us? Xu Yunyun is our guest here, after all. If you take her away now, how will our Shipley 

family explain it to her parents? Or… Let her personally apologize to Miss Sunny and explain to her that 

she actually wanted to kill Nangong Nuannuan and Wu Pingting, not Miss Sunny and her friends. Xu 

Yunyun was deceived! How about we do that? This way, Miss Sunny will be easier to calm down. 

Otherwise, Miss Sunny will think that our Shipley family is trying to harm her!” 

Even though Adrian did not agree with his second daughter-in-law’s earlier, he agreed with her now. He 

added, “Officer Abel, regardless of whether Miss Sunny forgives Xu Yunyun or not, please give our 

Shipley family a chance! I can’t afford to offend Duke Eton. That Xu Yunyun didn’t mean to kill Miss 

Sunny. She was obviously used by someone with ulterior motives. Miss Sunny’s attack is a major blow to 

the entire royal family. We must not let the real murderer go free!” 



After listening to them, Abel’s eyes were filled with a strange look. He looked at the people in the room 

for a long time. Finally, he could not help but say, “The person that she actually wanted to assassinate 

was actually Nangong Nuannuan? Don’t you know that Miss Sunny’s Caminoan name is Nangong 

Nuannuan?” 

!! 

Adrian, “…” 

Fang Lanxin, “…” 

In the room, Su Fei and Xu Yunyun, who had been listening to Fang Lanxin through their cell phones, 

“…!!!” 

“Not only is Miss Sunny the little princess of the royal family ofLuntan, but she’s also the little princess of 

the Nangong family-—the head of the four families of Camino. She’s a bridge of friendship between our 

two nations. Your family’s murder attempt not only made an enemy out of Duke Eton, but also of the 

Nangong family of Camino. So, don’t say any more. The person who called your family to suggest Miss 

Sunny’s death contract has already been sent to the police station. Now, hand over Xu Yunyun and Su 

Fei! Miss Sunny has already provided evidence that the person who answered the call was Miss Su Fei. 

So, please ask Miss Su Fei to come to the police station with us!” 

“What should we do? Su Fei, you’ve ruined me!” Xu Yunyun was very upset after learning that Nangong 

Nuannuan was actually the daughter of the Duke. 

Su Fei was no better than Xu Yunyun. 

She had always hated Nangong Nuannuan. She felt that Nangong Nuannuan had stolen her beloved Chi 

Yang. She could only pursue him after Nangong Nuannuan’s death. 

Chapter 2116: Refusing to Admit It 

 

Nangong Nuannuan had humiliated Su Fei in Naboo and had her family stay there for a very long time. 

Her hatred towards Nangong Nuannuan could only be appeased by killing her. 

After all, her father was the second-in-command of War Leopard, the biggest underworld force in all of 

Camino. She used him to deal with people she hated. She was very angry when she found out about 

Nangong Nuannuan’s true identity, so two days ago, she was ecstatic when she found out that Nangong 

Nuannuan was actually coming to Luntan—to her territory! 

However, for the sake of the Shipley family’s honor, she could not do it herself. Thus, she asked Xu 

Yunyun to issue the death warrant. 

Perfect! 

Fortunately, Xu Yunyun was the one who issued the death warrant, not Su Fei. She could just deny any 

knowledge about it. 



Su Fei’s mind spun rapidly. After thinking it through, she immediately began to work on a survival 

strategy. 

Even though she was the one who answered the phone, she was not the one who had issued the death 

warrant, nor was there any other evidence of her involvement. She should be able to escape unscathed. 

That was the silver lining of her misfortune, right? 

She hated that Nangong Nuannuan had such powerful backing. 

It would not be easy to try to kill her again. 

Su Fei thought about her connections in Sab. How about she try to lure Nangong Nuannuan there to kill 

her? 

Xu Yunyun’s mind had no such grand plans, unlike Su Fei’s. 

She was scared out of her wits. 

Nangong Nuannuan had helped the Wu family settle their matters in Sea District, getting her uncle 

arrested while Wu Jingzhong was released. 

She thought that Nangong Nuannuan’s arrival in Luntan would be like a dinosaur entering the sea. No 

matter how powerful she was, she was still at the mercy of those whose territory she had entered. 

Who could have known that Nangong Nuannuan was a mutated multi-terrain dinosaur? When she was 

on land, she was a Tyrannosaurus rex. When she was in the sea, she was a terrifying sea monster. 

What should she do now? 

Xu Yunyun looked at Su Fei and saw her calm expression. She got angry and rushed up to her to slap her 

across the face. 

“It’s all your fault! It’s all your fault, you b*tch! I only wanted to deal with Wu Pingting. You were the 

one who wanted to kill Nangong Nuannuan, so you made me issue a killing order for her too. It’s you 

who landed me in this hot water! You!” 

Su Fei instantly flew into a rage. Xu Yunyun was holding her shoulders and shaking her vigorously. She 

had been prepared to comfort Xu Yunyun, but now, she forcefully pushed her away. 

“Get away from me!” 

After pushing Xu Yunyun away, Su Fei angrily stood up and roared, “What nonsense are you talking 

about? I just received a phone call. It was you who wanted to kill Wu Pingting. It was you who said that 

Nangong Nuannuan had harmed your Xu family. You wanted to avenge your family, so I gave you the 

information on those mercenary organizations and asked you to issue a kill order. What are you trying to 

do by sticking this on me now?” 

Xu Yunyun fell to the ground. She looked at the person who wanted Nangong Nuannuan dead but would 

not admit to it. That was why she had used an overseas bank account to pay the website. However, she 

still refused to admit it. 



It was one thing to run in the face of great danger, but the person Xu Yunyun hated was clearly Wu 

Pingting, while the person Su Fei hated was Nangong Nuannuan. Su Fei was blaming everything on her. 

“Su Fei, what do you mean? It’s obvious that you hate Nangong Nuannuan!” 

Chapter 2117: Shifting Blame 

 

“You said you didn’t want to kill her, so you asked me to issue a killing order for her instead. Now you’re 

blaming everything on me!?” 

Su Fei sneered. “Why would I want to kill Nangong Nuannuan?” 

“Because she stole your man! Because she had someone point a gun at you! Because she chased your 

family off that plane!” 

“Xu Yunyun, what’s wrong with you?! I fell in love with Chi Yang because he saved me, but after he told 

me that he had a fiance, I gave up on the idea of being with him. Despite everything, Chi Yang is still my 

savior. How could I want to kill Nangong Nuannuan?” 

Xu Yunyun looked at Su Fei, who was trying to argue with her, and her heart went cold. She angrily said, 

“You said that Chi Yang would only be yours after Nangong Nuannuan died!” 

“I think you have a serious problem! I’ve only met Chi Yang once. He’s the commander-in-chief of the 

Eagle Special Forces. He’s already become a general at such a young age, and there are countless 

women surrounding him. How could I possibly believe that he would like me even if Nangong Nuannuan 

died? I’m not delusional!” 

“You…” 

“Also, you said that we were chased off that plane by Nangong Nuannuan. That’s true, but I’m not 

stupid enough to kill the young miss of the Nangong family over such a small matter, am I?” 

“Su Fei, you b*tch! You’re pinning all the blame on me just to escape punishment!” 

“You’re the b*tch! It’s obvious that the Xu family offended the Wu family. Nangong Nuannuan helped 

the Wu family and made sure that your uncle would never be able to get out after he was arrested. 

That’s why Xu family hates Nangong Nuannuan and wants to kill her. Xu Yunyun, you were jealous 

and?sent people to kidnap and rape Wu Pingting. You angered Nangong Nuannuan and left her with no 

other choice! Your family cried and begged us, so when your mother contacted my aunt and asked me 

to bring you to Luntan, I agreed. I was living a good life in Camino! It was only because of your family 

that I came back here. Yet you still want to frame me? Do you even have a conscience?” 

Xu Yunyun stared at the glib-tongued Su Fei. She was so angry that her entire body trembled. She was 

speechless. 

Officer Abel had been led to Su Fei’s bedroom by Adrian, so he heard Su Fei and Xu Yunyun’s quarrel. 

Fang Lanxin said, “Officer Abel, you heard them! Su Fei is indeed my niece, the daughter of my biological 

sister, but she doesn’t harbor any hatred toward Miss Sunny. It’s all Xu Yunyun’s fault!” 



Fang Lanxin wanted to help Su Fei as much as she could. After all, she was her biological niece. 

Xu Yunyun turned her head when she heard them talking. Only then did she notice that there were 

many people outside her door, which was ajar. 

Xu Yunyun rushed to Officer Abel like she had gone mad and said in a panic, “Officer, this had nothing to 

do with me! Su Fei was the one who wanted to kill Nangong Nuannuan. She was afraid that it would be 

suspicious to transfer money directly from Luntan, so she asked me to transfer the money to RS Bank 

and then transfer it from RS Bank to the mercenary union’s account. This has nothing to do with me!” 

“Officer, Xu Yunyun is slandering me! She’s a fugitive from Camino, which you can easily verify. Just 

investigate a little, and you’ll see whether it was me who holds a grudge against Miss Sunny or her.” 

Chapter 2118: Giving Up 

 

“I helped her escape because she’s my relative. But she’s still a suspect!” 

“No, I’m not! I’m not!” 

Xu Yunyun tried to explain, but this was Luntan, and they had offended the people of the Duke’s manor. 

The people of the Marquis’ manor were not her relatives, so in the face of disaster, they would easily 

give up the idea of protecting her. 

The police walked to Xu Yunyun’s side and cuffed her with cold handcuffs. 

“Miss Xu Yunyun, you are suspected of attempting to murder the young miss of the Duke’s mansion. 

Please come with us. You have the right to remain silent. Every word you say can and will be held 

against you in a court of law!” 

!! 

Xu Yunyun stared blankly at the handcuffs on her wrists. Listening to those familiar words she had heard 

a million times before in shows and in movies, she was completely stunned. 

She had struggled and cried so much before, but the moment she was handcuffed, she quieted down. 

Now, the true weight of her regret was sinking in. 

She regretted her strong jealousy. She had behaved ruthlessly toward her long-time sister Wu Pingting 

just because she believed that Xu Feiyang liked her. 

She regretted that when Wu Zongxu told her to kidnap Wu Pingting and find someone to hurt her, she 

really went through with it, and not only did she do it, but she also even found some people to rape her. 

Xu Yunyun felt so stupid. 

Wu Zongxu had seen that she was jealous of Wu Pingting, so when he tried to trick her, she immediately 

fell for it. 



Although she had been jealous of Wu Pingting, she had not been jealous enough to want to find 

someone to destroy her. It was Wu Zongxu who had brainwashed her so thoroughly that she became his 

tool and hurt Wu Pingting for him. 

In the end, she was exposed and had no choice but to flee to Luntan. 

However, even after fleeing, she still had not realized the full extent of her stupidity. She had clearly 

come to Luntan to take refuge, but after she arrived, she had stubbornly ignored persuasion otherwise 

and foolishly went to attack Nangong Nuannuan, who had nothing to do with her anymore. 

At this moment, Xu Yunyun felt that she deserved everything coming to her. If one day she was 

sentenced to death, she felt like her death would not come from a gun, but from her brain cells 

cannibalizing themselves. 

She just wanted to go home now. Back to her warm home. 

However, because of her, the Wu family and the Xu family had gone from friends to enemies. 

Her uncle had been arrested. The Xu family did not have her uncle’s protection anymore. This, coupled 

with the Wu family’s pressure, would ruin a lot of future opportunities for them, would it not? 

Xu Yunyun missed home. She missed Camino and Sea District. 

If she was sent back to Sea District to be imprisoned, her parents would at least be able to visit her 

frequently. At least she would not have to be bullied by her fellow inmates. 

“I want to go back to Camino! I want to go back to Sea District! They want to capture me, too! Can you 

send me back there and let me go to prison in Sea District?” Xu Yunyun suddenly cried out and begged. 

She was truly afraid. 

She no longer cared about killing Nangong Nuannuan and Wu Pingting for revenge. She did not even 

consider trying to evade the law. After all, Nangong Nuannuan’s status was a hundred times higher than 

hers, regardless of whether she was in Luntan or Camino. 

The only thing she could fight for now was to go back to Sea District to go to jail. 

Otherwise, she, as a girl from Camino, would be bullied horrendously in a prison in a Western country. 

She would be trapped! 

Chapter 2119: Su Fei Arrested 

 

Despite seeing the desperation in Xu Yunyun’s eyes, Officer Abel showed her no pity or mercy. He said 

to her coldly, “Miss Xu Yunyun, you have clearly not thought this through. After committing a crime in 

Camino, you came to Luntan to escape. Now that you’ve caused trouble in Luntan too, you want to go 

back to Camino to go to prison? Do you think your family will be able to take care of you from inside 

prison, making your life as comfortable as a vacation in there? If you do, then I’m sorry. The person you 

attempted to assassinate today was the young lady of the Duke’s mansion. What you did is a felony that 

warrants life imprisonment. If you treat the young lady of our Duke’s mansion like this, the Duke and the 



entire royal family will never forgive you. So, you can spend the rest of your days peacefully in whatever 

prison of Luntan we choose to throw you into!” 

“I won’t! I won’t! I don’t want to go! Please! Please! Let me go back to Camino! I know I was wrong! I 

really know I was!” 

“Sure. Just save your tears for the judge. I’m only responsible for arresting you, not punishing you.” 

Then, Officer Abel looked at Su Fei, who had deliberately played down her presence, and said, “Cuff Su 

Fei up too.” 

When Su Fei heard that, her eyes widened, and she cried out in horror, “What are you doing? Why are 

you arresting me? I didn’t want to kill Miss Sunny! Everything was Xu Yunyun’s doing! She was the one 

who hated Miss Sunny, and she was the one who issued the kill order. Why are you arresting me? Don’t 

tell me that just because it’s Miss Sunny, you can disregard the law? I don’t believe this!” 

“If you think we’re not serious about this, you can take it up with the judge. See if Miss Sunny has any 

evidence of your involvement. If she doesn’t, the court will naturally acquit you.” Officer Abel did not 

show any signs of favoritism towards Su Fei. 

“But you don’t have any evidence now! What right do you have to arrest me? Just because I’m related 

to Xu Yunyun? Just because the person Xu Yunyun wanted to kill is Miss Sunny? Isn’t Luntan a place 

where everyone is equal? Just because she’s the lady of the Duke’s mansion, you’d rather arrest me 

than gather evidence first?” 

Su Fei broke down and shouted at Fang Lanxin, “Aunt, save me! Save me! You know I didn’t do 

anything!” 

Fang Lanxin panicked and looked at Adrian anxiously. 

Adrian was about to explode in anger at Fang Lanxin and his stupid niece. He shouted angrily, “Fang, if 

you dare to plead for Su Fei today, I’ll ask Kerlow to divorce you!” 

Fang Lanxin had opened her mouth, about to speak, but Adrian’s words stopped her. 

The Fang family did not much of a background, but the three Fang sisters were all beautiful. Therefore, 

she and Fang Lanzhi had married very well. 

Twenty-five years ago, she followed her performing arts group to perform overseas—where she met 

Kerlow. He fell in love with her at first sight. After learning that he was actually the young master of the 

Marquis family, she did not even bother returning to the performing arts group. She immediately 

decided to stay overseas and never return. 

Even though Kerlow had tried a lot of things in his life that all failed, he still had a powerful background. 

Under her advice, the once ambitious Kerlow?withdrew from the fight for the inheritance, making the 

Shipley family very fond of him. 

Adrian also knew that she was a good wife to his son, so he had been very good to her all these years. 

This was his first time threatening her with divorce. 



Fang Lanxin was shocked. 

Chapter 2120: Barking Like a Mad Dog 

 

Even though Su Fei was her niece, if Fang Lanxin pleaded her case, she would lose her husband and 

children. She had already settled into the Shipley family. She hoped that when her elder brother-in-law 

Adolf became a marquis in the future, he would support her and her children. 

Therefore, even though she was very anxious, she no longer wanted to defend Su Fei. 

Su Fei was dumbfounded as she watched the cold handcuffs being slapped onto her wrists. She felt 

extremely uncomfortable and screamed, “Aunt, please help me! Please help me! I’m not guilty! What 

right do they have to arrest me?” 

Fang Lanxin, “…” She looked at her crying niece with a sad expression, but she did not dare to say a 

word. 

“Fang Lanxin, say something! Why aren’t you saying anything? My mother entrusted me to you! Is this 

how you’re supposed to treat me? If you don’t dare to say anything after your dad threatens you, what 

should I do? Are you just going to watch me get locked up?” 

Fang Lanxin, “…” 

The handcuffs were locked. Su Fei was scared out of her wits. 

Luntan was not like Camino. In Camino, if one’s family had enough connections, they would be able to 

get out of the jaws of the law. 

However, in Luntan, it was very difficult to reduce one’s sentence once they were given it. Especially for 

someone like her who had offended the constantly-protected young lady of the Duke’s mansion. There 

was absolutely no possibility of reducing her sentence. 

Su Fei was scared out of her wits. She screamed, “Fang Lanxin, my parents supported you for so many 

years! Is this how you repay them? Don’t you have a conscience? If my parents learn how you treated 

me, they would never let you off the hook!” 

Initially, Fang Lanxin felt guilty for not being able to help Su Fei. She wanted to convince her father-in-

law to help her. However, Su Fei’s words were like a bucket of cold water pouring over her, 

extinguishing all of Fang Lanxin’s sadness and worries. 

Su Fei saw the worry in Fang Lanxin’s eyes disappear, and her own heart was filled with despair. She 

pointed at Fang Lanxin and shouted, “Since you’ve arrested me, why don’t you arrest her too?” 

Fang Lanxin was stunned. She yelled in disbelief and anger, “Su Fei, are you crazy? What does this have 

to do with me?” 

“How does it have nothing to do with you? You were clearly there when they called. You listened to Xu 

Yunyun saying that she wanted to kill Nangong Nuannuan, and you never tried to stop her. I’m the same 



as you. If I have to be punished, my only mistake was that I didn’t stop Xu Yunyun. Why should they 

arrest me and not you? Just because you’re the Marquis’ daughter-in-law?” 

“Shut up!” Fang Lanxin looked at Su Fei, who was barking at everyone like a mad dog, in disbelief. Her 

eyes were filled with anger. She quickly said to the police, “Officer Abel, don’t listen to her nonsense! I 

don’t know Miss Sunny at all. I have no issue with her! I don’t have any desire to kill people! 

“I never wanted to kill anyone! You’re arresting me because you think I was in cahoots with Xu Yunyun. 

My mistake was using letting Xu Yunyun use my phone to call them—but what about you? You were the 

one who introduced the mercenary group to me! If I’m guilty, how can you not be?” 

At that moment, Su Fei desperately wanted to drag Fang Lanxin down with her. 

She thought that if Fang Lanxin could get away with it, then why not her too? 

Fang Lanxin’s three children had been hanging out with their friends tonight. When they came back, 

they saw Su Fei wanting to drag their mother down with her. 

 


